Journal of Interior Design – Board Directors
The Directors support the mission of the Journal and of IDEC and are directed by its goals. At the discretion of the Chair, Directors shall be assigned specific duties and responsibilities in response to goals and objectives of the current Board. The Directors contribute to the Mission and Strategic Plan of the JID.

Appointment and Terms of Service
Qualifications:
- A member in good standing of IDEC;
- Advanced degree in Interior Design or closely related field;
- Record of publication in the Journal of Interior Design and/or other peer-reviewed journals;
- Commitment to the advancement of interior design’s body of knowledge and a record of participation in IDEC.

Appointment: Appointed by the JID Board Chair and ratified by the IDEC BOD.

Term: 3 years in staggered sequence (may serve two consecutive terms; terms may be extended for one year to facilitate the rotation of directors)

Responsibilities and Duties
- Attends all JID Board meetings and conference calls
- Represent the interests of the JID at conferences, trade shows, and academic and professional events
- Participates in the marketing and strategic positioning of the JID
- Serves as recording secretary for Board meetings and Conference calls as requested by the Chair
- Facilitates presence in IDEC publications and industry newsletters as requested by the Chair
- Supports the editors on focused activities as identified by the Board
- Serves on an ad hoc or committee head for activities of interest to the JID Board